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About This Video

Râmnicu Vâlcea, Romania has only 120,000 residents, but among law enforcement experts around the world, it has a nickname:
Hackerville. In the last year alone, $1 billion was stolen in the U.S. by Romanian hackers. Convicted criminals with nicknames

like Guccifer and Iceman have been caught breaking into the email accounts of NASA, Hillary Clinton and George W.
Bush—but that’s just the beginning. The world is finally waking up to the realities of cybercrime and the threats that it poses to

our society. Is there anything we can do to stop these individuals and protect ourselves
from the most dangerous town on the internet.
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in search of the most dangerous town on the internet. in search of the most dangerous town on the internet where cybercrime
goes to hide

Couldn't find a word for "Omerta" in Romanian?

Google Translate is your friend..

Also, towns aren't "On the Internet". The Internet isn't a physical place.
. good movie , i live there , its nice in there =c. The hell with the priest scenes? HAHAHA -5/10. In Search of the Most
Dangerous Town on the Internet
The review will be presented in a simplistic "Pros/Neutral/Cons" system
Pros
* Free
* Good background music
* Interesting topic
* Good production quality

Neutral
* Short (20 mins)
* Weird grainyness to the video (could be argued that it's a deliberate design choice)

Cons
* There's nothing that's boring, but there's nothing that's interesting either.
* Feels like an intro to a better documentary.
* People pretending like Romania has the best internet services in the world...
* Feels like the stories in the documentary are just fake boasts to look tough.
* No damn context to anything. It's just "Roman say dis! James say dat!"
* No joke, there was a man, claiming he worked for Anonymous. Like an employee or something! xD

Overall
5/10
So average that it's painful.. Very interesting documentary - gives a quick insider's view into the world of hacking and counter-
hacking.. Great flim and is worth wathcing twice!. Pretty good, hearing the insights of different hackers and talking about their
crimes. Is a good 20min watch to pass some time and plus it's free so why not?. In Search of the Most Dangerous Town on the
Internet
pros
scenery changes that moves the story from location A to B to C and so on.

cons
excessive smoking cliche.
never ever made me laugh once.
boring.
misinformation. not information. not even close to being enough information.
lies. liars. one of the worst videos with insufficient evidence. basing the whole video on psychological fear to instill invalid fears
among people. why should people be afraid? "fear is the sum of all evils"
20 mins of cnn,abc.cbs.bbc or any other news network would have done a better job. lack of evidence thereof, etc. 20 mins of
any tv show, tv news, or playing videos games would beat this misinformation/ lack of information boredom. They want people
to respect the scammer in the mask. taking naming and shaming in the video itself to the next level. bet all the other news
networks all around the world would have a completely different take on this. and towns in the middle east getting genocided by
isal terrorists right now are more dangerous than this. if only people would see that killing people is a greater problem than a
hacker in a mask.
One of the best propagandas of fear since WWII, the cold war. It's Y2K all over again. grab your survival kits. Also OMG. Why
was this video so anti-American? Good job Romania cuz you got the United States of America, Great Britain, Russia, France,
China and all the rest of the countries that participate in the United Nations Trembling with fear at your feet now. You on tops
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da entire world and you sos big now now. You thinks you make everyones that not your enemy afraid now. GG. Losts some of
my intelligence and me's gots dumber now from watching this video. Guess musts play Team Fortress 2 and grab intellegence
from da enemies to get smarter again. GG.
In conclusion this entire video was just another opportunity for convicted felons and Norton to preach fear.

sucks.. I was entertained.
Short, free, and very, very blue.
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If you are interested about hackers , this is the film for you.
Yeah , i recommend it! Have a good day.. good story; you can watch it!. Chain smoking eastern europeans showing off their
1337 skillz while browsing in exploitDB and using bloatware. Seems like a typical day in a slavic country. These people
probably know their shіt but this "documentary" doesn't show anything about hacking. It all consisted of some people who knew
how to reverse engineer and some scammers trying to get some cash to lead a good life. A huge ad that does not explain the
mindset of real hackers, nor real threats or anything alike. This was just a waste of time trying to make Skids feel like Hackers..
Foarte interesant !

Multumesc. Can we use the Big R word here? Is norton being Racsit towards romanians assuming that all Hackers are
romanians?

This is not a film, its an advertising film from Norton.
. Here to learn English. Very interesting documentary. Only 20 minutes long but very insightful. Still trying to figure out what
the priest has to do with cyber-hacking.. Romaniaaaaaaaaa! We are the smartest. Felt the entire documentary could have
included alot more info.
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